Notes and Brief Reports
OASDHI Covered Employment of
Foreign Subsidiaries, January-March
1968”
American citizens who are working for foreign
subsidiaries
of domestic corporations
and are
covered by old-age, survivors,
disability,
and
health insurance had average taxable earnings of
$3,910 during the first quarter of 1968. These
earnings were nearly three times the average of
$1,375 reported for all wage and salary workers
for the first quarter of 1968 and were nearly 11
percent higher than the average amount a year
earlier. Both higher salaries and the increase in
the taxable maximum from $6,600 to $7,500 beginning in 1968 contributed to this increase, the
largest since these vorkers were first covered.
The number of firms reporting taxable wages
for employees of their foreign subsidiaries and
the number of workers covered have leveled off
at just under 550 employers and about 10,500
workers. Each firm reporting employed an average of 20 workers.
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company

that the
agreement has been iii effect for at least 8 years.
0111-ytile Secretary of tile Treasury can terminate
the agreement sooner. Once terminated for any
foreign subsidiary, the agreement cannot be renewed for that company.
The accompanying table uses first quarter reof
ports because they are most representative
orrrall corerage. Many employees earn the taxable limit ($4$00 through 1958, $4,800 through
1965, $6,600 tllrollgh
1967, and $7,800 for 1968)
before tile end of tile second calendar quarter
and are not included in later reports for the year.
Data were not conlpiled for the first quarters of
1960 or 1965.
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PROVISIONS

Coverage of foreign
subsidiary
employment
first became effective January 1, 1955, under the
1954 amendments to the Social Security Act.
U.S. citizen employees of foreign subsidiaries of
American firms may obtain social security coverage only at the request of the domestic corporntion. The company must enter into an agreement
with the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
to pay contributions
on the wages of its employees on the same basis as if their services were
performed in the United St,ates. The agreement
must, be applicable to all citizens employed outside the Unitecl States by the particular
foreign
subsidiary and to those subsequently employed.
The agreement may apply to only one or to any
number of foreign subsidiaries of the domestic
corporation.
after the effective date, an agree-
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Benefit Amounts Under 1971
Amendments*
The 1971 amendments to the Social Security
.Ict, enacted by Congress in March, provided a
10.percent increase in basic benefit rates for all
beneficiaries wcept those wi-itli “special age-72”
benefits who recciretl a .‘,-percent, increase. The
new benefit rates, retroactive to January 1971,
were first incorporated
in the checks for Nay
1971, which reached the beneficiaries in the first
week of ,Junc. Supplementary
checks mailed during the latter part. of ,June included 4 months’
retroactive increases for ,January through April.
Data showing benefit ~amom~ts and averages
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